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Abstract
With the highly competitive market environment, organizations which want to promote innovation are imposed to create strategic alliances. In this situation involved parties have to exchange knowledge at all stages of product development to support the product development process. At the same moment manufacturers have a constant pressure of balancing costs, quality and production cycles shortening. In this paper, authors identified challenges for knowledge exchange in collaboration between competitive organizations. With the example of five European automotive OEMs exchanging knowledge regarding perceived quality. This paper presents a framework for successful knowledge exchange between organizations. It proposes the methodology for the knowledge taxonomy and establishment of the synergistic knowledge network.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Customer and market needs enforce fierce competition in high-technology organizations and encourage many organizations to form horizontal strategic alliances (HSAs) for offensive and defensive reasons. The involved parties exchange knowledge at chosen stages of the product development (PD) to support cooperation-based learning: this process is driven by the need for increased output of products to the market, higher quality at a reduced cost, shorter production cycle time, or as a strategic decision to join forces to create a collaborative product. However, knowledge transfer comes with several challenges that are well known by the typical automotive Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM). To a greater extent than in vertical alliances (e.g., collaboration with constituents of supply chain), cooperative organizations in HSAs are direct or indirect competitors. Thus, the coordination difficulties and risks inherent in alliances are magnified in HSAs, posing a greater challenge for involved partners (Perry et al., 2004).

A significant amount of research has been performed in the field of knowledge transfer, however when it comes to cooperation (cooperation combined with competition) the demand and focus on classified knowledge is even higher, which has not been explored to the same degree. Finding the right balance between transparency and knowledge protection is of interest (Manhart and Thalmann, 2015). Relatively little research has addressed how organizations achieve the desired level of knowledge ambiguity that enables them to prevent unwanted leakage and promote purposeful transfer processes (Van Wijk et al., 2008). Manhart et al. (2015) concluded in their literature survey that a majority of the papers primarily focus on formal and explicit knowledge, whereas unclassified documented knowledge or event tacit knowledge was very underrepresented. They stress the paradox of knowledge visibility. On one hand, organizations should increase the visibility of knowledge to facilitate knowledge flow. On the other hand, greater transparency also enhances the risk of unwanted spillovers, which challenge knowledge protection. In the case of competitive automotive OEMs, this question regarding finding the right balance is crucial. Another challenge is a deficiency of common language, ontology and taxonomy of the knowledge elements that are intended to be shared. After all, such a scarcity of the exchanged information can lead to the limited usage of the strategic alliance potential and as a consequence can impact the quality of the final product.

The existing research gap and organizational need lead us to the following question:

RQ: How can we overcome challenges of knowledge exchange between organizations in a HSA?

To answer the RQ, relevant literature was studied and presented in the next section giving an overview of the theoretical background of knowledge transfer in HSAs and perceived quality (PQ). The theoretical framework is followed by an explanatory case including description of research method. The process is illustrated with the development of a framework for PQ, where we propose a knowledge informational array sequential break down into reproducible technical knowledge characteristics with the subsequent integration into the product development process (PDP). The evidence of the need for such a framework was found from semi-structured and unstructured interviews of design engineers at leading European Automotive OEMs in the premium and luxury segment of the industry. The results together with a proposed method are discussed, and the paper concludes with some key insights such as building a learning alliance with competitors can overcome challenges in the process of evolving on each other’s knowledge.

2 ORGANIZATIONAL KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER IN HORIZONTAL STRATEGIC ALLIANCES

The increasing importance of organizational learning for creating competitive advantage has triggered the study of challenges in organizational knowledge transfer at the inter-organizational level. To speed up learning, organizations tend to join into different strategic alliances. The literature has produced an impressive list of reasons for why organizations enter into an alliance including categorizations, such as “learning alliances,” where the objective is to symbiotically exchange products, skills, and knowledge (Lei and Slocum, 1992). The term “learning alliances” is similar to the term used by Cricelli and Grimaldi (2010), “learning networks,” characterized by a low level of control, a multi-directional knowledge flow to fulfill the main purpose of exchanging, and learning of experiences and tacit knowledge. Regarding the strategic choice of the organization, this is consistent with a choice between
exploiting existing resources and capabilities or exploring new opportunities (March 1991; Koza and Lewin, 1998). Exploitation is concerned with the productivity increment and efficiency of employed capital and assets through standardization, systematic cost reductions, and improvement of existing technologies, skills, and capabilities (Koza and Lewin, 1998). Exploration, on the other hand, is associated with discovering new opportunities for wealth creation and above average returns through innovation, invention, building new capabilities, and investment in the organization’s absorptive capacity defined as an organization’s ability to assimilate new knowledge from external sources (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). Although conceptually a clear distinction exists between these two extremes, in practice, these two possibilities form endpoints of a continuum of choices, as organizations are likely to seek both exploiting and exploring benefits from their involvement in cooperative alliances. Nielsen (2002) argue that the higher the degree of complementarity in knowledge bases the more likely is the outcome to be exploitation rather than exploration. He developed a framework where different perceptions of complementarity (symmetry vs. asymmetry) in knowledge bases and the networking of these play a significant role and he argued that the difference in intentions behind the alliance formations likely impacted the performance of the network.

HSAs are formed between organizations at the same level in the value chain and constitute a formal collaboration to benefit mutual business interests such as PD. They are defined as cooperation involving two or more organizations within the same industry with the aim to create economies of scope and synergies across multiple businesses (Nielsen, 2002). Increased needs for products with rising customer value fuel many organizations’ desire to enter HSAs. However, the coordination problems and risks inherent in this type of alliance are magnified compared to networks between non competitors (Bengtsson and Kock, 2000), so one cannot assume that high levels of commitment or performance will occur naturally. Therefore, in the case of more secured assets, which are often the case between competitors, organizations find the codified transfer of knowledge less useful.

Cohen and Zotto (2007) investigate inter-organizational knowledge transfer, absorptive capacity, and knowledge management. Referring to their case studies as “learning alliances,” they derived eight propositions. (1) Similar knowledge bases and information management systems stimulate inter-organizational learning. That is, the higher the level of companies’ absorptive capacity, the more effective the knowledge transfer. (2) Similar knowledge structure between partners increases absorptive capacity. (3) Motivation to foster learning and knowledge transfer within the alliance increases absorptive capacity. (4) Lower cultural distance between the partners increases absorptive capacity. (5) With higher absorptive capacity, more balanced and selective information is requested and offered. This reduces information overload and increases efficiency of the knowledge transfer. (6) Higher satisfaction in a previous alliance increases motivation to further knowledge transfer with new organizations, increasing technology acquisition. (7) Perception of future rewards increases motivation to further knowledge transfer within an alliance. (8) High absorptive capacity in partners increases motivation to further knowledge transfer within an established alliance.

2.1 Moving beyond knowledge compatibility and complementarity

Nielsen (2002) highlights the importance of moving beyond compatibility (skills and resources that match another organization) and complementary knowledge (skills and resources the other partner needs but does not have). He embraces synergies of knowledge between the organizations to foster learning, however, most traditional literature is preoccupied with knowledge compatibility and complementary knowledge. Further on, he breaks with the traditional assumption of complementarity of knowledge bases being a necessity for successful collaboration and proposes a different and more dynamic approach to alliance formation in the pursuit of the dream of collaborative synergy. He proposes two different types of alliances that, depending on the initial motivation and conditions, lead to different outcomes regarding learning and knowledge creation (synergy) for the partners. Complementary Knowledge Networks are motivated by the intent to disseminate pre-determined, project-specific knowledge across
well-defined boundaries. This type of alliance involves only certain excerpts of each organization’s knowledge driven by complementarity in capabilities, which is likely to lead to the transfer of existing explicit knowledge rather than a creation of new tacit knowledge or synergies of knowledge. Synergistic Knowledge Networks, on the other hand, are motivated by a perception of developing synergies of knowledge through the interaction of most or all of the organizations’ knowledge bases. These types of alliances more likely lead to double-loop learning and spin-off innovations or process improvements, especially as more levels of the organizations get involved and project boundaries are relaxed. Argyris’ (1976) concept of double-loop learning, involves when changes in the action and governing variables facilitate both knowledge transfer and knowledge creation. Double-loop learning recognizes the inherent gap between stored knowledge and knowledge required to act effectively. Nielsen (2002) argues that Synergistic Knowledge Networks more likely lead to creation of new knowledge related capabilities and eventually, through synergies of knowledge, better performance than Complementary Knowledge Networks. Through challenging the norms and the system themselves and deeper integration of knowledge bases, Synergistic Knowledge Networks increase the stakes and the potential for opportunistic behavior.

2.2 Challenges for knowledge transfer in HSA

Knowledge management literature presents a host of challenges related to transfer of knowledge that applies to the case of knowledge reuse between different teams as well as organizations. New knowledge in the world brings uncertainty, and new knowledge in an organization can display the same characteristics regardless of the existence of prior knowledge in the scientific community (Green et al., 1995). If a team reuses knowledge developed by another team, a more complete view of the knowledge needs to be provided, such as design rationale, to ensure a successful outcome. The new team could be within the same department (perhaps including people from previous implementations), a different business unit at the same site, a site in a very different geographical location, or even a different organization. The preconditions for a recipient of knowledge transfer to learn a new capability are primarily based on two factors: the characteristics of the knowledge and the recipient’s learning capacity. “Causal ambiguity” is a characteristic of knowledge that is commonly cited as one of the significant causes of unsuccessful knowledge transfer (Szulanski, 1996; Cummings and Teng, 2003; Van Wijk et al., 2008). Causal ambiguity occurs when it is difficult to identify, express and transfer the knowledge elements necessary for application (Szulanski, 1996; Simonin, 1999). Some define it more narrowly as the possibility to distinguish the knowledge elements (Szulanski, 1996). Others define it as a wider concept of transferability including tacitness, complexity, prior experience of the recipient, cultural gap, etc. (Simonin, 1999). According to Simonin (2004), the ambiguity of knowledge is directly and negatively related to knowledge transfer, and ambiguity is associated more with tacit knowledge than with explicit knowledge. Other characteristics of a dissemination partner’s capacity that have been shown to affect the speed of knowledge transfer are “teachability” and “codifiability” (Zander and Kogut, 1995). The recipients absorptive capacity is an important factor for successful knowledge transfer. This includes the organization’s related prior knowledge, usually through proprietary R&D, as well as their internal and external communication patterns and incentives for learning. One traditional view is that the acquiring organization needs to possess a closely related domain knowledge base since only knowledge similarity allows for an understanding and application of knowledge to the organization’s unique circumstances (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). With relevant prior knowledge in a domain, new knowledge can be more readily integrated through shared language, especially from codified knowledge (Simonin 1999). If the prior knowledge gap between the two transferring parties is large, there will be more learning steps for the recipient (Cummings & Teng, 2003).

Nielsen (2002) argues that creating synergies of knowledge does not dictate that knowledge bases need to be similar or matching; if synergy is a goal, complementarity of knowledge bases is a poor criterion for selecting an alliance partner. Szulanski (1996) found that the intimacy and ease of communication between the source and recipient have a strong influence the successful transfer of best practices across organizational units. Regardless of the structure of the inter-organizational relationship, research has suggested that informal, social ties between members of the same organization (Hansen and Lovás, 2004) or different organizations (Bell and Zaheer, 2007) are superior conduits for knowledge flow between geographically distant locations. Such ties probably also help to address national or organizational cultural differences, which require more time for communication and synchronization.
of design routines and managerial approaches (Simonin 1999). Interestingly, Wijk et al. (2008) illustrate that cultural gaps hamper intra-organization more than inter-organization knowledge transfer, since in the latter case, units within organizations are likely to transfer knowledge in familiar communication channels. Prior experience of collaboration between the transferring parties also lowers the cultural gap and builds trust and familiarity with each other’s expertise facilitating knowledge transfer (Simonin, 1999). Stock and Tatikonda’s (2000) study did not support the direct benefit of prior experience, but acknowledged the possibility of an indirect effect.

Another significant challenge is the perceived loss of knowledge and competitive advantage. The source unit may not be fully willing to share its knowledge and its position as a prominent expert in the area (Simonin, 1999). The disseminator unit often perceives a risk of unintended transfer of knowledge that leads to the erosion of its competitive advantage (Norman, 2002). On the other hand, the recipients might worry that the disseminated knowledge will not be useful or of high quality. Thus source credibility is considered a relevant factor (Ko et al., 2005), and is associated with inter-organizational trust. Trust creates a sense of security that transferred knowledge will not be exploited beyond what is initially intended (Dhanaraj et al., 2004). As a result, knowledge transfer across organizational units requires deep commitment from the source even though commitment may not always be part of their main mission (Molas-Gallart, 1997). Without seeing a direct benefit, sources of knowledge can lack of interest in allocating resources to the transfer (Markus, 2001). Stock and Tatikonda (2000) showed that the criticality of a knowledge transfer project influences its chances of success. Without proper motivation, the recipient may directly or indirectly sabotage the transfer through passive behaviour or rejection of outside knowledge as in the “not-invented-here syndrome” (Szulanski, 1996).

3 PERCEIVED QUALITY

To describe the context of the paper regarding the perceived quality (PQ) of knowledge exchange in HSAs, we provide a brief overview below regarding historical and current development of PQ.

3.1 Historical evolution of product and perceived quality.

The construct of quality has a multidimensional structure. Traditionally, PQ have been seen as one of the dimensions of the product quality. One of the first descriptions of PQ was given by Shapiro (1970) describing purchase behaviour. At the macro level, the term “product quality” is a key driver of competitiveness (Steenkamp, 1990). At the micro level, product quality is a key driver for manufacturers and consumers. Josef Juran offered the popular definition of product quality as “fitness for use,” where “fitness” is defined by the customer. Olson (1972) defined quality perception as a two-stage process. The first stage includes consumer judgment based on available cues and forms, and the second stage includes impressions based on interpretation of those cues and forms. There are both intrinsic and extrinsic cues. Intrinsic cues are a part of the physical product and cannot be changed without changing the product’s characteristics e.g. orientation of texture for carbon fiber panels and leather texture. Conversely, extrinsic cues are those attributes that are not a part of the physical product e.g. brand and core values. According to Olson, intrinsic cues are more accurate indicators of quality than extrinsic. Crosby (1980) offers another definition of quality as “conformance to requirements,” though requirements may not always fulfil customers’ expectations.

One of the most remarkable definitions was performed by the Taguchi (1986) as “the losses of society caused by the product after its delivery” “uniformity around the target value.” PD, according to Taguchi, consists of Product Quality (what consumers desire) and Engineering Quality (what consumers do not want). Furthermore, Kano (1984) presented a model with two dimensions of quality: “must-be quality” and “attractive quality.” Kano’s model defined customer satisfaction as the result of the company’s performance and is widely used across various engineering practices today, particularly in the automotive industry.

Garvin (1984) introduced an inclusive model of quality with the five approaches: transcendent, product-based, user-based, manufacturing-based and value-based. Additionally, Garvin noticed that “marketing people” and “manufacturing people” hold different views on quality. Marketing sees customers as subjective referees of quality, and hence prefer a product-based approach. Manufacturing sees quality as objective “conformance to requirements.” To mitigate the clear conflict between these views, Garvin proposed to shift a company’s quality approach as a product moves from the early design stage to the production stage. Finally, he defined eight dimensions of quality: performance, features, reliability,
conformance, durability, serviceability, aesthetics and PQ. According to Garvin, PQ derives from incomplete information about product attributes and cannot be adequately assessed. However Monroe and Krishnan (1985) define PQ as “perceived ability of a product to provide satisfaction relative to the available alternatives.”

There are several “marketing-oriented” definitions of PQ that focus mainly on the consumer. Zeithaml (1988) defined PQ as a subjective customer’s judgement regarding overall product superiority. Mitra and Golder (2006) build on this definition to interpret PQ as “perception of the customer” and in opposition to “objective” quality. Aaker (2009) expresses a similar definition, “the customer’s perception of the overall quality or superiority of a product or service with respect to its intended purpose, relative to alternatives.” Castleberry and McIntyre (2011) integrate several previous definitions and define PQ as “…a belief about the degree of excellence of a goods or service that is derived by examining consciously and/or unconsciously, relevant cues that are appropriate and available, and made within the context of prior experience, relative alternatives, evaluative criteria and/or expectations.” From these definitions, it is clear that the majority of quality models and views on PQ are either driven by the market research or manufacturing side of PD. They lack ideas about elicitation and/or objective assessment methodology regarding product attributes that comprise PQ.

3.2 Perceived quality challenges for the automotive industry

In the luxury segment of the automotive industry, a majority of players subscribe to the idea of “zero-defects” quality. It is perfectly understood by automotive manufacturers that quality perception is at the forefront of customer’s attention and highly influences purchasing behaviour. However, identification and mapping attributes that represent PQ is an on-going challenge for researchers and practitioners (Ren et al., 2013; Burnap et al., 2015). This process is arduous due to subjective nature of evaluations and absence of robust methodologies for translating the voice of the customer into technical specifications. Additionally, customers often have difficulties expressing their opinions about a product with a high level of complexity such as a premium vehicle. Given these points, designers and engineers need to strike a balance representing PQ attributes while ensuring that customers to perceive a high-quality product.

Such a fuzzy background often creates a phenomenon of information asymmetry, or a way to understand the behaviour of two parties when they have access to a different amount of information (Connelly et al., 2011). With the application of the PDP, information asymmetry can cause misprioritization of perceptual design attributes between designer and customer. Previous studies (e.g. Stylidis et al., 2016a) showed that information asymmetry is detrimental a product’s success on the market and reduction of such asymmetry should increase PQ of the vehicle. In the case of HSAs, information asymmetry can appear due to differing terminology, knowledge, organizational structure, or internal organizational culture used by various OEMs.

4 EXPLANATORY CASE ON COMPLEMENTARY CAPABILITIES ON PERCEIVED QUALITY IN HSA

In a case study, we explore evidence of knowledge transfer challenges followed by a suggested and explanatory approach for overcoming them. We seek to generate successful knowledge transfer of PQ knowledge between organizations involved entirely or partially in a HSA. This section presents preliminary results of the PQ dimensions and attributes found through qualitative analysis.

4.1 Methodology

We implemented a research design in the form of an exploratory pilot case study. We built our statements on findings from data sets on communication strategies of Italian luxury automotive brands (Stylidis et al., 2016b). We applied Grounded Theory methodology in the analysis of received data (Corbin and Strauss, 1990). One of the primary reasons behind the choice of methodology was the fact that automotive OEMs are unlikely to share data with the public and so chances to conduct prior data analysis are very low. The study includes data from two Italian luxury market automotive OEMs, five European and two North-American premium and luxury segment OEMs.
4.2 Data collection method

The European and North-American OEMs studied develop vehicles across several product types and are all global market players. The primary source of information regarding PQ attributes, decomposition, methods and structure was semi-structured face-to-face interviews with senior designers, managers, and engineers. There are many forms of the interview design, and typically an interview study can be classified as an unstructured interview in the form of informal conversation, a structured interview with scripted prompts, and a semi-structured interview with open-ended and follow-up questions (Yin, 2013). In addition, various types of document attributes, structure descriptions, and working instructions were studied.

4.3 Understanding complementarities in knowledge bases by mapping PQ attributes

The semi-structured interview study involved eighteen high-ranking professionals within the levels of director and vice president. All interviewees had long track records in the global automotive market working within the area of PQ. Such a choice of respondents was grounded by the opportunity to obtain holistic view regarding company’s methods and approaches addressing PQ issues. To explore complications regarding communication with customers and other units of the organization, questionnaires were created to reveal (1) the interviewee’s opinion on PQ, (2) determination of PQ attributes, (3) subjective importance rating among different PQ attributes and areas, and (4) knowledge sources.

To build the common terminology of PQ the questions in the beginning of the interview were quite open and general. For example: “What is PQ from the designers’ point of view?” and “What are the prerequisites for a good PQ?” The following questions narrowed the interest to mapping PQ attributes and addressing customer’s requirements definition. For example: “What PQ attributes determine visual quality?” or “What attributes, in your opinion, are important for the vehicle exterior and why?” During the interviews, the authors sometimes had to ask additional questions to explore topics widely and determine PQ attributes clearly. For example: “So how did you get feedback from the customers?”

The average length of each interview was about 60 minutes. Interviews were carried out in English, voice recorded and later transcribed into the text format. Text coding and further analysis were performed with the help of NVivo qualitative data analysis software. We were able to obtain a list of PQ attributes, which is holistically visualized in Figure 1.

5 RESULTS

During the study, we identified a need to speed up the process of understanding complementarities in knowledge bases to foster common learning and gain increased value out of the HSA. Such a demand is also supported in literature e.g. (Nielsen, 2002). We developed a framework based on findings from Nielsen (2002) and Cricelli & Grimaldi (2010) for learning processes in different knowledge networks (Figure 2). Hence, we argue that approaching cooperation from a dynamic, synergistic perspective, shifts the unit of analysis from the organization and its knowledge assets to the cooperation of organizations, focusing on intra-organization capabilities combined with inter-organization dependencies through cooperation.
By expanding the focus further than inter-organization pooling and transfer of complementary knowledge to development and distribution of synergies of knowledge, we form a more dynamic and flexible understanding of the relationship between motivation and outcome in complex HSAs. This simultaneous focus on internal organization-specific competencies and external cooperation synergies enhances competitive performance by creating new knowledge related capabilities. Though, perspective knowledge is viewed as a complex, dynamic and subjective set of assets, which is inherently indeterminate and continually reconfiguring. Hence, new knowledge can be created among the participants in a strategic aggregate arrangement as a synergy (and not simply the sum) of the knowledge-related capabilities brought into the collaboration by each member. We argue though that to reach the higher level in learning network the lower needs to first be in place and understood.

For the case of PQ it seems that a high motivation exists in collaboration between OEMs involved in the study. This motivation could be explained by the need for increased efficiency at the early design stages to meet customer requirements. Automotive manufacturers are aware of the PQ importance, though few are working with this area in a systematic way. Specifically, in the illustrated case, the organizations run into different challenges regarding the first stage, which is to identify compatibility and complementarity in their knowledge bases. In order to increase the knowledge transfer, and thus learning between organizations in HSAs, Cohen et. al (2007) presents eight arguments that should be embraced where the case focused mainly on number two (“Similar knowledge structure between partners increases absorptive capacity.”) by performing extensive effort regarding identifying and mapping knowledge base similarities.

For the majority of the interviewed OEMs, “engineering perspective” on PQ is a new area of expertise. However, the intention to objectify evaluation process for PQ attributes force OEMs to create PQ expertise areas, platforms or dedicated departments. Therefore, the PQ vocabulary varies from one OEM to another significantly. There is no common or unified terminology, which creates a potential threat to knowledge transfer where terminology is often restricted or classified. The illustrative case, therefore, showed that a supervised group of experts could align their terminology and product attributes’ taxonomy to support mutual understanding. We also identified from the numerous discussions with the industry professionals that the need for common vocabulary and proper taxonomy is evident. From identifying and mapping PQ attributes from discussions with professionals at OEMs, our framework will increase the speed, amount and accuracy of the knowledge shared between the OEMs and bring further knowledge to all involved parties. Much more can potentially be revealed upon further analysis.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Organizations are becoming more aware of the necessity for collaboration to withstand the rapid evolution of customer needs and market changes to still be competitive. However, finding the balance between knowledge transfer and knowledge hoarding is an obstacle not only at the organizational level but also at individual level.
Organizations involved in inter-firm knowledge transfer need to develop capabilities and routines to share across their boundaries. We therefore propose a synergistic methodology to overcome challenges for organizations hoarding their knowledge to stay competitive. It is not only about finding the compatibility and complementarity in the knowledge bases but rather to create a learning alliance that prosper from the complementarity and further develop the common knowledge base. Such an alliance can evolve to strengthen the competition of all the involved organizations. A similar approach can be applied not only in the case of HSA but also in the relation of OEMs’ vertical alliances e.g. supply chain; where the role and importance of the intellectual property (IP) is continuously increasing. For the future research we believe that use of new technologies such as blockchain (Swan, 2015) can improve quality and scale of the collaboration between OEMs.
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